DIRECT EXCHANGE PROGRAM APPLICATION
APPLICANT INFORMATION

STUDENT NAME (PLEASE PRINT)
STUDENT ID
DATE OF BIRTH
COMPLETE MAILING ADDRESS
CITIZENSHIP
MAJOR AT JCU
LAST CUM GPA
EN 110 COMPLETED WITH A GRADE OF B OR HIGHER

YES
NO, I’m currently enrolled for the course and
plan on completing it with a grade of _______

SELECTED UNIVERSITIES
Choose two universities from those listed on the website:

FIRST CHOICE:
SECOND CHOICE:
ACADEMIC PROGRAM
Provide a list of courses that you would be interested in taking at your First Choice University as this helps
guide the Admission’s Committee in evaluating your application.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

OTHER ACTIVITIES WHILE ABROAD
Please list any other activities you plan to undertake while abroad (internships, volunteer work, etc.).

ESSAY
In 500 words or less tell us why you would like to study abroad at the specific university you have selected and
what you hope to gain from your experience abroad.

NOTE:
If you will be going abroad during the first semester of your Senior Year at John Cabot University, you will have
to submit a Petition for Exemption from Academic Policy to waive the “last 30-credit” residency requirement.
US Federal Aid recipients are strongly encouraged to choose a program outside of the US that is authorized to
administer Title IV funds to avoid becoming ineligible for aid on return to JCU. Please contact
financialaid@johncabot.edu for more information.

Required Documents
Along with the application, please submit:
-

Latest JCU transcripts (download a PDF from the Online Registration System)

-

Filled out graduation checklist

-

Scanned copy of your passport (no photos accepted)

STUDENT SIGNATURE

__ /__ /__

OUR POLICY: It is the policy of JCU to provide equal opportunities without regard to race, color, religion, national
origin, gender, sexual preference, age or disability.

Required Reading
VERY IMPORTANT: In order to process your application, you must read and sign - in the affirmative - the Release below. If you
refuse your consent for John Cabot University to use your data, it will not be possible for us to continue the application process.
Italian Law on Privacy
Data Privacy Release - READ & SIGN THIS RELEASE
On the basis of Italian legislative decree n. 196 dated 30 June 2003 (hereinafter the "Privacy Code"), containing provisions
concerning the protection of personal data, JOHN CABOT UNIVERSITY, as the data controller, is required to issue instructions in
relation to the use of the personal data of its students. The processing will be based on the principles of correctness, lawfulness
and transparency together with the protection of the individual's privacy and rights.
1. Source of the personal data -- The personal data in the possession of JOHN CABOT UNIVERSITY has been obtained from the
individual to which such personal data refers (hereinafter the “data subject”). The personal data can, furthermore, be obtained
from third parties.
2. Categories of data subject to processing -- For the purposes indicated below, JOHN CABOT UNIVERSITY processes personal
data, such as, for example: name; address or other personal identification elements; information concerning the level of
education and knowledge of languages; information concerning the student's accommodation while attending the university
courses. JOHN CABOT UNIVERSITY, furthermore, in the course of its activity, can also process sensitive data including, as an
example, information that would permit the disclosure of the ethnic origin of the student, information relative to a handicap or
health problem (allergies, etc.). It is to be noted that on the basis of article 4 of the Privacy Code, this data is “the personal data
allowing the disclosure of racial or ethnic origin, religious, philosophical or other beliefs, political opinions, membership of parties,
trade unions, associations or organizations of a religious, philosophical, political or trade-unionist character, as well as personal
data disclosing health and sex life”).
3. Purpose and method of processing -- The personal data in the possession of JOHN CABOT UNIVERSITY is processed for purposes
relating to the programming and carrying out of its academic activity. With regard to the aforesaid purposes, the processing of
personal data is done utilizing instruments of a manual, electronic or automated nature, in accordance with a logic strictly related
to the aforesaid purposes and, in all events, in such a way as to guarantee the security and privacy of the data in question.
4. Data Controller and data processor -- The data controller for the personal data covered by this information is JOHN CABOT
UNIVERSITY. The data processor for the personal data is the Direct Exchange Coordinator.
5. Sphere of communication of the personal data and those who can become aware of the same -- For the purposes indicated
under point 3 above, JOHN CABOT UNIVERSITY may communicate the personal data to insurance and social security entities, the
public administration, external consultants. The personal data may, furthermore, be communicated to the US Office of JOHN
CABOT UNIVERSITY, PO BOX 11427, SOUTHPORT, NC - 2871, and to other external consultants charged with maintenance of the
IT systems.
6. Nature of the conferring of personal data and the consequences of a refusal to reply -- With regard to the aforesaid purposes,
the processing and the communication of your personal data do not require consent in those cases in which the processing and
the communication are necessary to fulfill the obligations deriving from a contract or imposed by the law, by regulations or by
EU legislation. With regard to the other purposes, the conferring of personal data is optional; however, refusal to provide the
same will be evaluated by the data controller on a case-by-case basis and will determine the related consequences which will be
connected to the importance of the data requested vis à vis the management of the relationship with the student.
7. Rights of the data subject -- Finally, we inform you that the provisions concerning the protection of personal data allow the
data subject to exercise specific rights towards the data controller, on the basis of article 7 of the legislative decree n. 196/2003.
Agreement to the processing of personal data
The undersigned ___________________________________ having examined the information provided by JOHN CABOT
UNIVERSITY on the basis of article 13 of the legislative decree n. 196/2003 and the rights recognized under article 7 of the
aforesaid decree:
-- Gives his/her consent for the processing of the sensitive data required to undertake the operations indicated in the information.
Signature
Date

